DREAMWORKS TROLLS 2019 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Keep the hair-raising adventures going with all-new figures and playsets for the DreamWorks Trolls. Kids can collect the
colorful cast and act out their favorite musical moments from the 2016 hit feature film and the all-new original Netflix
series, DreamWorks Trolls: The Beat Goes On! .
DreamWorks TROLLS SMALL DOLL STORY PACKS Assortment
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Kids can go on more troll-tastic adventures with two brand new playsets inspired by the animated series DreamWorks
Trolls: The Beat Goes On! There's a big splash of fun at Hug-fest with DreamWorks TROLLS BRANCH AND THE DUNK
GRUMP Playset. Put BRANCH on the platform above the tank, then give CLOUD GUY a high five, sending BRANCH falling
into the tank. Includes a BRANCH figure, a frog critter accessory, and dunk tank. Kids can also have some hair-raising fun
with DreamWorks TROLLS SATIN! When she's not setting the scene in Troll Village with her style, she helps run the
cotton candy stand at Hug-fest! SATIN's COTTON CANDY STAND features glittering details, a cotton candy bowl that
spins, and three cones that you can mix and match with molded cotton candy. And of course, SATIN is dressed in her
usual high fashion, with an iridescent glitter outfit! Includes figure, cotton candy stand, 3 cones, and 3 cotton candies.
Playsets sold separately. Available at most major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS SURPRISE MINI FIGURES
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $2.99/Available: Spring 2019)
With DreamWorks TROLLS, it's all about the hair. For Series 10 of the PARTY HAIR TROLLS, it's all about hair with wild
rainbow-colors! At approximately 2.5 inches in size, these DreamWorks TROLLS figures come hidden in a bag for a fun
surprise when opened! Randomly receive 1 of 12 from the RAINBOW HAIR Series 10 and try to collect them all! Style and
play with the colorful and wild hair of characters such as DreamWorks TROLLS POPPY, BRANCH and more characters
from the animated series, DreamWorks Trolls: The Beat Goes On! Each sold separately. Subject to availability. Includes
one figure. Available at most major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS SURPRISE MINI FIGURES BLIND BAG Assortment
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price $2.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Prepare for a hair-raising surprise – fans won’t know what cute and colorful TROLLS mini figure they might get with the
DreamWorks TROLLS SURPRISE MINI FIGURES BLIND BAG assortment! Inspired by the DreamWorks animated series
DreamWorks Trolls: The Beat Goes On!, each wave introduces twelve new TROLLS figures for a total of 48 figures in
2019! This gem-inspired first wave (series 11) offers a unique “jewel” accessory base perfect for play or display and
showing off each character's true colors. Each of the figures in wave 2 (Series 12) features glitter bodies with mylar
streamers in their hair. The figures in the third wave (Series 13) feature a translucent jewel-inspired body showing off
each character's true colors. Figures in wave four (Series 14) feature translucent, gem-colored backgrounds that each
figure can be posed on! Each sold separately. Includes one figure and background. Available at most major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS COLLECTIBLES ASSORTMENT
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Collect all new TROLLS friends, each standing about five inches tall from the tip of their hair to toe. In the Spring, there
is tasty fun in store with this new wave featuring POPPY, BRANCH, AND CHENILLE. Each item includes a treat accessory
and a piece of chip scenery inspired by carnival cutouts. Sweet! In the Fall, the TROLLS get dressed up for the biggest
event of the year: The Hair Ball! In the Spring, POPPY, BRANCH, DJ SUKI AND GIA GROOVES will be introduced wearing a
removable molded-in glitter fashion accessory. In the Fall, MADDY, BELLA BRIGHTLY, and NOVA SWIFT join their friends
at The Hair Ball. Includes figure and fashion accessory. Available at most major retailers.
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DreamWorks TROLLS CATERBUS PLAYSET
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Everybody get on board the Caterbus for a fun-filled ride! DreamWorks Trolls figures bounce up and down in their seats
as the Caterbus rolls. The handle is perfect for taking the Caterbus along for on-the-go fun, and folds out of the way
when it's time to play. Includes DreamWorks Trolls POPPY and CLOUD GUY figures. Other DreamWorks Trolls figures
sold separately. Includes vehicle, DreamWorks POPPY and CLOUD GUY figures, and two accessories. Available at most
major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS POPPY’S JUMP ‘N BOUNCE TRAMPOLINE PLAYSET
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2019)
The most popular attraction at Hug Fest, besides the hugs, of course, is POPPY’S JUMP ‘N BOUNCE! Inspired by the
animated series Trolls: The Beat Goes On, this sparkly attraction features a springy nylon trampoline that sends
DreamWorks TROLLS and critters alike flying as they bounce in all directions! Playset includes POPPY, PRISCILLA, and a
critter to get the bouncing fun started. Includes two figures, mushroom bounce, and critter. Available at most major
retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS SURPRISE POD PALS
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Fall 2019)
Everybody needs a pal, and these lucky DreamWorks TROLLS each come with their own friend, ready for adventures or
the next big party. Each cool, translucent pod contains one of six different pairs, plus stickers matched to that duo. The
hook on top of the pod can be used to attach it to the Troll Tree, or to take the DreamWorks TROLLS SURPRISE POD PALS
along for on-the-go fun. Each sold separately. Includes pod, two figures, and stickers. Available at most major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS LAUGH ‘N HUG PLUSH Doll
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Fall 2019)
Giggle along with your favorite DreamWorks TROLLS! LAUGH ‘N HUG POPPY stands 8 and a half inches tall, perfect for
little ones to give big hugs. She's dressed in a style from the animated series, DreamWorks Trolls: The Beat Goes On!,
and when you press the gem on her chest, she lets out one of three different laughs! Also look for LAUGH ‘N HUG
BRANCH, sold separately. Includes one plush doll and instructions. Available at most major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS Hair Huggers
DreamWorks TROLLS HAIR HUGGERS
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/Available: Spring 2019)
With DreamWorks Trolls, it's all about the hair. And now there's a new way to play with the DreamWorks Trolls, with the
all-new, HAIR HUGGERS figures. Stretching over 10 inches long, they’ll roll up tight, and with a quick snap, they'll hug
anything with a furry embrace. Snap and wrap them around a backpack strap, a wrist, a bedpost, or whatever else you
want. DreamWorks TROLLS HAIR HUGGERS figures come hidden in a gem-shaped box for a fun surprise when opened!
Randomly receive one of six from the Series 1 HAIR HUGGERS figures! Style and play with the colorful and wild hair of
characters such as DreamWorks TROLLS POPPY, DreamWorks TROLLS BRANCH and other favorites from the animated
series, DreamWorks Trolls: The Beat Goes On! Look out for additional waves throughout 2019. Each sold separately.
Subject to availability. Available at most major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS HAIR HUGGERS GLITTER PACK
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Fall 2019)
How many ways are there to play with HAIR HUGGERS? They can be straightened out to play with their long hair, then
with a quick snap, roll them up again in a flash! Watch them roll across the table, or let them wrap around a backpack
strap and take them anywhere for on-the-go fun. The DreamWorks TROLLS HAIR HUGGERS GLITTER PACK features four
different HAIR HUGGERS, with glitter in their hair, plus a critter roller that lets kids play with Hair Huggers in new ways.
Get ready to Snap! Hug! Roll! Includes six HAIR HUGGERS and SIX critters. Available at most major retailers.

DreamWorks TROLLS HAIR HUGGERS SURPRISE HUG PACK
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(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $12.99/Available: Fall 2019)
How many ways are there to play with HAIR HUGGERS? They can be straightened out to play with their long hair, then
with a quick snap, roll them up again in a flash! Watch them roll across the table, or let them wrap around a backpack
strap and take them anywhere for on-the-go fun. With the DreamWorks TROLLS HAIR HUGGERS SURPRISE PACK, you
can get six of these fun Trolls toys, plus six different critters in one package that's designed for maximum fun as kids
open it to reveal what's inside. Get ready to Snap! Hug! Roll! Includes six Hair Huggers and six critters. Available at most
major retailers.
DreamWorks TROLLS LIGHT-UP HAIR HUGGERS
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Fall 2019)
Hair Huggers snap, hug, and roll, and now they light up, too! Light-Up Hair Huggers stretch out over 10 inches long, then
roll up again in a flash. They'll wrap around a backpack strap, a wrist, or almost anything else in a hair-raising fun hug.
And when you activate the button, they light up in three different patterns for luminous fun. Look for your two favorite
characters, POPPY and HARPER, in the assortment. Sold separately. Includes 1 figure and instructions. Available at most
major retailers.
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